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The effects
of the gyrosoopic
forces on aircraft
171th large inertias
during rollmg
manoeuvres are ducussed ard criteria
given for the three
resulting
divergent
flight
oonditions:
yaw divergence,
pitch divergence
The oritlcal
loading cases in practical
rolland autorotatlonal
rolling.
ing manoeuvres are discussed and methods for the determination
of peak
loads outlined.
Aircraft
responses In inadvertent
pitch up are analysed an3 data are
given for the estimation
of peak loads both for uncontrolled
conditions
and for pitch up with pilot's
oounteraotzon.
The principal
causes for loss,of
directional
stability
and possible
dangerous flight
conditions
are outlined.
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Introduction

The advent of the trsnsonic
snd supersonic
aircraft
has brought with
it drastic
changes both in the shape and in the mass-distribution
of modern
designs.
Moreover the aerodynsnnc stabilities
vary markedly for supersonic,
trsnnonic
and subsonic flight.
To avoid excessive stability
it IS often necessary to accept marginal
condataons with the supersonic
aircraft
at some part of Its speed range.
The aerodynsmicist
is of course endeavouring
to remedy these faults
and the
associated critical
flight
conditions.
In many oases, however, he mey not
be too successful
and the structural
engineer will have to design adequate
strength
into the airframe
to wathstand the loads resulting
from these
flight
conditions.
The most conspicuous design features
responsible
for the inadvertent
response characteristics
of the mcdern aircraft
are in particular:
(i)

In order to accommodate the increasing
amount of loads and equipment
the high speed aircraft
behind a minimum of frontal
area, fuselages
tend
As a
to be more elongated and more densely loaded all along their axis.
result inertias
in pitch and in yaw have been increasing
steadily
without
being balanced by increases in the co-responding
aerodynamic stabilities.
As a consequence, inertia
effects
tend to be more prominent in aircraft
dynssncs creating
novel and generally
undesirable
flight
ccndit~ons.
of

(ii)
As the centre of pressure at the wing moves ream&
from subsonic
to supsrsonz
flqht,
the stability
margin becomes excessively
large.
In
order to reduce It to the lowest possible level,
rather marganal values
will usually be tolerated
1~1 subsonic flight.
(iii)
The progressive
reduction
in the llfi
slope of the stabilising
surfaces with increasing
supersonic Mach number will lead to gradual loss of
direotlonel
stabill+.
(iv)
As fuselage fineness ratio
increases in relation
to the size of the
tail surfaces,
vortices
shed from the body unll more seriously
interfere
with the efficiency
of these surfaces.
This snd other aerodynamic mterferences will affect
in particular
the fin so that directional
stability
diminishes
with increaskg
incidence.
This is most undesirable
at high
speeds where the basic value of nv 1s already reduced due to (iai).
(v)
The thin airfoil
sections and swept planforms
of modern wings are
prone to lcoslised
flow separations,
which lead to loss of longitudinsl
sfabllzty
at mcidences well within the aerodynamxslly
useful range of
lift
corfficients3.
(vi)
The increased mcidence range of the small aspect ratio wing makes
it increasingly
dxff'icult
to locate the horizontal
tsilplsne
in a region
sufficiently
removed fmm the downwash field behind the wing.
Again this
may lead to pltch up characteristics
similar
to those described under (v).
inertia
degree

This increased incidence rsnge has also an accumulative
effect
on
with the
cross-coupling
phenomena, which will increase in severity
of misalignment
of the principal.
inertia
axis with the flight
path.

As distinct
from the customary treatment of aircraft
responses by
"classical
stability"
theory, the phenomena discussed U-I this paper are
associated with non-linearities
in the differential
equations.
As a oonsequence the prediction
of aircraft
responses and loads resolves
into
tedious computations by numericed. processes mslcing electronic
computations
essential,
In this situatxon
it is most essential
to understand the nature
of the problemwell
so as to be abie to select with assurance the really
critixl
oases for more thorough analysis.

-4-

In this paper an attempt will be made to give criteria
for the assessment of these critical
flight
corxlitions
and to suggest methods for the
estimation
of aircraft
loads.
2

The physical

basis

of inertia

cross-couplings,

The phenomena associated with inertia
oross-ooupling
have only recently
been understood
after some flight
incidents
could no longer be explained by
conventional
theocies.
The oocurenoe of inertia
oross-coupling
was first
inertia
effects
predicted
by Philiips
in Ref.1, where he shows that aircraft
couple the lateral
and longitudinal
modes in the presence of rolling
and that
this will lead finaliy
at certain critical
rolling
velocities
to yaw and pitoh
divergencies.
Before discussing
these theories
in greater detail,
it is
possible
to explain these effects by simple qualitative
analysis.
The inertia
cross-coupling
terms appear in the Euler
Using principal
aircraft
motion2 as products of variables.
illustrated
in Fig.1 for simplicity
of analysis
these are:
qr

(1)

M = B;1 + (A-C) rp

(2)

N =

cE - (A-B) pq

(3)

Y =

@+=-pa)

(5)

2

(k-q+pg)mV

L

= Ap - (B-O)

equations of the
inertia
axes as

=

mV

(6)

In accordance with the concept of small perturbations
in the past
products
of variables
have generally
been omitted from stability
analysis.
This simplification
was highly desirable
as then the longitudinal
am3 lateral
equations
could be separated and these motions considered
independently.
However, rate of roll
p can be large when compared with unity so
that at least the products with
p may have to be t&en into account, if
the associated
inertia
terms are sufficiently
large.
2.1

The physical
This leaves

origin
four

of the aircraft
cross-coupling

g.yroscopic

terms to be considered:

AM =

(A-C) rp

(7)

AN

=

(B-A) p9

(8)

4Y

= -pa mV

(9)

AZ = pgmV
The first
understood
pairs

terms

two of these terms are gyroscopic
by reference
to Figs.2 snd 3.

(10)
couples,

In Fig.2 the inertia
distribution
of an sircraft
of concentrated
masses, mC, to represent
inertia
-5-

which oan be easily
is represented
by two
in yaw (C) snd mA

1

'

to represent
inertia
in roll
(A).
For convenience
of pictorial
representation the rolling
inertia
couple
mA is shown in the plane of symmetry of
the aircraft,
i.e. normalto
the wing plane which normally contains the
rolling
inertia,
but this does not affect
the argument.
Now, if rate of
roll
p and rate of yaw r are present simultaneously,
they add up to a
resultant
angular velocity
57. Thus he airoraft
spins with
S about an
axis inclined
at an angle
a = tan-1 f r/p)
with respect to the principal
inertia
axis.
The yawing inertia
couple
mS will now be subject to
centrifugal
forces exerting
a nose up pitching
moment h
if both p
and r are positive
- as illustrated,
or if they are bo"Fh negative.
If
p and r have opposite signs the resulting
pitch will be nose down
inertia~oouple
MA will always
(MO ( Q). As seen from Fig.2 the rolling
oppose the yawing inertia
couple MA, as expressed in equation
(7).
A similar
argument can be applied to explain the term N = (B-A) pg.
In Fig.3 the aircraft
inertias
in pitch
B and roll
A are again
represented
by pairs of masses mP an3 mA. Simultaneous
rotation
in
roll
p and in pitch
q results
in an angular motion subjecting
these
masses to centrifugal
forces.
The pitching
couple
mP will produce
negative
yawing NP am3 the rolling
couple
mA positive
yawing
NA, if'
p and q have both the same sign and vice versa.
The two remaining product terms pa an$ p8 can simply be interpreted as kinematic
relations:
p = pa and a = -pp as illustrated
in
rolls about its fuselage
axis starting
Figs.4 ati 5. In Fig.4 an aircraft
from an initial
incidence
(x .
This is seen to lead to a build up in
sideslip.
Similarly
in Fig.8 rolling
with an initial
sideslip
8, is
seen to lead to a build up in negative
incidence.
2.2

Pitoh

and yaw divergence

inertia

With the concepts
induced aircraft

in rollira

derived
in the preceding
divergencies
can easily

section the generation
be visualized.

of

As an introduction
the more conventional
case of an aircraft
with
strong static
stability
both in yaw and in pitch (or negligible
inertias)
is illustrated
in Fig.&
The aerodynamic restraints
will retain
incidence
and sideslip
constant throughout
the rolling
manoeuvre.
The motion is
stable.
with very proTo go to the other extreme, consider llo~' an aircraft
nounced inertias
and negligible
aerodynamic stability.
The aircraft
rolls
about its principal
inertia
axis which will retain
its position
in space
and thereby enforce a pericdio
interchange
of a at-d p.
The motion
again is stable.
The ssme situation
arises with an aircraft
with less
ex-acme
combinations
of inertias
an3 aerodynamic restraints,
if one rolls
it fast enough, so that the aerodmc
forces have little
time to act on
the aircraft,
whilst
the gyroscopic
forces are amplified
as they increase
with the square of the rolling
velocity.
The phencmena referred
to as inertia
cross-coupling
arise generally
from a situation
half way between the two extremes discussed so far.
They
are the result
of an unfortunate
interplay
between inertial
an3 aerodynamic effects.
This is illustrated
in Fig.8 for an aircraft
with inadequate
longitudinal
stability.
The motion again is steady rolling
starting
with an
initial
inoidence
a- at stage I.
After rolling
through 90' (II)
the
.,
indicated
by
the
dashed
outline.
aircraft
would have developed sideslip
aAs this aircraft
is assumed to possess powerful
directional
stability
nv,
this will force the aircraft
directionally
back unto the flight
path by
-5-

imposing a rate of yaw. This rate of yaw r will combine with rate of roll
p to an angular velocity
n, under the influence
of which the yawing
inertia
couple
mC will produce a nose up pitching
moment, increasing
the
airoraft
incidence.
If the aercdynamic restoring
moment in pitch is too
wesk to hold the aircraft
against thx lnertla
couple, the motion will
become divergent.
An analogue reaction
will take place in the ease illustrated
in Fig.9,
where mw is assumed very powerful
and % inadequate.
Starting
the motion
from an initial
displacement
in sideslip,
the patching inertia
couple
mgis
seen to produce a yawing moment in a sense to increase the initial
sides ip,
If
nv is below a certain
level,
the motion will become divergent
in yaw.
The rolling
inertia
couple (not represented
the effect
of the pitching
inertia
couple in this
in Wg.10
A is larger than B, the motion till
absence of directional
stability.

2.3

Autorotational

'
*

in Fig.9) will counteract
condition,
If as illustrated
be stabilized
even in the

rolling

To add further
to the previously
discussed list of discomforts
inertia
cross-coupling
is also aapable of destabilizing
the rolling
motion itself.
This phenomenonhas not yet made any dramatic appearance in flight,
hut there
are indications
that the autorotatlonal
rolling
states predicted
by theory
may afflict
the next generatlon
of arrrcreft.
This motion may again be visualised
by the technique used for the pitoh
emd yaw divergenoes.
In Fig.11 an aircraft
is depicted rolling
steadily
from
an Initial
negative
1dddenoe
a
at stage I. Xolllng
through 90' (stage II)
negative
sideslip
will have developed.
Directional
stability
n
teds to
restore
alignment with the flight
path by imposing negative rateVof yaw on the
aircraft.
As n
is not infinitely
strong some sideslip
will remain.
In
stage III rate or yaw and ml1 are seen to combine to give an aircraft
rotation
moment.
n which releases,
via the yawing inertia
couple, a nose down pitching
In stage IV this is seen to have inoreased the negative
incidence,
the resulting negative
lift
will enforce a negative pull-out
with a rate of pitch
q.
(As the motion will stabilize
itself
into a steady state, this will produce
a "barrel
roll".)
In stage V rate of pitch an3 roll are combining to an
angular
rotation
displaced
directionally
from the fuselage
8x1s srd the
Finally
this
pitching
inertia
oouple will release a yawxr.g moment NE.
yawing moment (stage VI) wdl lead. to an xncreased sideslip
in a sense that
the resulting
rolling
moment due to sideslip
8v ~~11 assist the rolling
incidence reached at this stage
motion, provided
4v at the large negative
is still
negative.
This sequence will lead to an autcrotatlonally
stable state for
combinations
of the parameters involved.
This is analysed numerically
Section 3.2 of this paper.

3
retaining
follows:

Stability

criteria

for

gyroscopically

kduced

aircraft

certain
in

me&es

The equations of motions to be considered for numeriaal analysis,
only those terms which have been found to be significant,
are as
13 + Lr r+ Lp p - A$ = - k

Lp
Ma a t Mq qt

MA i + (C-A) pr-

E

Bh = - l$, n

NP p t N, r + Np p - (B-A) pq - C> = - Hz t: - NE E

yiJ
x;irP-r%Aatq

f3 t p (ao+ Aa) = 0
-pp-k

= 0

-7-

(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)

.

.

In the above
Being non-linear
these equations cannot be readily
analysed.
form they are, however, the equations
to be solved m response calculations.
Xaking certain
simplifying
assumptions, useful generalIz&,
stability
criteria
can, however, be obtain+,
which will be sufficient
to allow a
first
assessment of en aircraft's
proneness to inertia
cross-coupling
effects.
3.1

Titch

and yaw divergenoe

Assuming steady rates of roll
p = p,,
the rolling
moment equation
(11)
becomes redudant
aril the remaining
four equations
linear with
p
as a parameter.
A simple solution
for the case of ze?o aircraft
damPi?g
is given in Appendix I. This process as suggested by Phillips'
gives the
most fun&mental
criterion
to say that there will bi: a divergence
predominantly
in pitch if
(16)

or a divergence

whichever

predominantly

case applies.

2x
we = 5
wJI = q

in yaw if

In these equations:

angular

frequency

of the uncoupled

pitching

= angular frequency
oscillation

of the uncoupled

directional

oscillation

=

PO = steady rate

of roll

in rad/sec.

In words that 1s to say that the alrcraft
will beoam.e unstable if rates of
roil
(in rad/sec)
exceeds r.urr.eri;allytkelower
of the two frequencies
of the
basic
modes of the aircrsft,
whereby in the case of the lateral
frequency
the critical
rate of roll
IS further
Increased by the alleviating
influenoe
The correspoding
stability
diagrsm 1s given in Fig,l2.
of inertia
in roll.
The benefioial
effect
of A is shown there by the faot that the vertical
(yaw stability)
boundary is moved towards the origin
as A increases In
relation
to B.
The broad treds
In the relation
of A: 9 in a-rrcraf't
design over a
period
of 20 years are shown in Fig.13.
It is clearly
seen that In the
past the occurence of the yaw divergence
was delayed by more favourable
inertia
in 1-011 contributions,
even d' the other aircraft
parameters would
have encoyag$
tkils phenomenon.
The Interpretation
of the stability
diagram may be assisted by the
sketch in Plg.14, which illustrates
the case of three &stmct
aircraft
configurations.
nv << mw
Airoraft
"A", the most o-on
case where wB >> w i.e.
$
Increasing
rate of roll,
i.e. moving radially
towards the origin
of the
diagram,
the verticalboudary
is first
struck at the critical
roll rate
and for a range of p
above this value the aircraft
will show a diverthe motion would
gence in yaw until
f&Ctly
at very high rate s of roll
again be stable.
Ths conhtlon
is most likely
to occur in supersonic
flight
where
nv tends to dearease and mw is very large.
-o-

Aircraft
the instability
accelerations.
Aircraft
tional

"B" m&bits
the opposite tendencies.
Here o0 -CS
will be predominantly in pitch leading to large no
"c" illustrates

ad longitudinal

an interesting

stability

so that

condition.

By *tuning"

o8 = U$ &

direo-

, i.e.

stability
is assured for the full range of rolling
velocities.
The designer is of course aware of this escape route and will
tend to utilize
it, other considerations
permitting.
Unfortunately
this
tuned aondition can normlly
only be maintained over some pert of the speed
range, as inevitable
changesin the aerodynmk derivates with Mmh number etc.
will change the ratio of mw :n
It should also be pointed out here, that,
v*
although no actual divergeme mours, the response of an aircraft
rolling
axqwhere near the unstable conditions will most likely exhibit amplitudes in
mcidenoe or sideslip which are large enough to constitute
a stressing hazard
The effect
the two critical

of the other parameters might be best discussed by rewriting
rolling
condition in the form

(18)
and
"c-2

e

V2

0.0765 .

Large static stability
derivatives
nv and mw are obviously beneficial
and so is speed., mhen considering speed it must, however be reallzed that
the loads might be larger in a mild instability
at high speeds than in a
rapid divergence at low speeds.
Finally there are two further parameters influencing
boundaries, but none of these to a very dramatic extent.

the stability

Aircraft
damping in pitoh and ys.w will separate the two unstable regions
Aa a consewence there is now a greater margin for
as illustrated
in Fig.15.
tuning the aerodynamic stabilities
to avoid divergence.
The effect of the momentum of the rotating parts
This effect is asynanetrio, i.e. for rolling
in Fig.16.
to the engine rotation divergence occurs at a slightly
the case where aircraft
ad engine rotate in the same
suggested to represent engine momentum by interpreting

“e*
0

to read

PO

of an engine is shown
in a sense opposite
lower rate than in
sense. It has been
the parsmeters:

A!2 +eeI w
C> B PO
PO

and

A2 toread~‘+g.z
0
0
0

-P-

(21)
0

.

For an assessment
where I, o, is the angular momentum of the engines.
of the more severe condition
rolling
in the sense opposite to the engine
rotation
should be considered.
3.2

Autorotationsl

rolling

In Appendix II the existence of autorotational
rolling
states under
the influence
of inertia
cross-coupling
is proved.
These are basically
possible
If an aircraft
flies
with an incidence of its principsl
inertia
axis below a critical
value which can be read from the graph on Fig.17.
As this phenomenon is thus largely
confined to flight
under negative
incidence,
it is most likely
to be met in pushover manoeuvres or with
aircraft
lsyouts featuring
an inherently
negatively
inclined
principal
inertia
axis.
It is interesting
to note that tuning
s
end nv will
again give the least unstable condition,
although the instability
cannot
be completely
removed, provided the negative
incidence
is made large enough.
For the condition
with negligible
aircraft
damp~ug the critical
rolling
velocities
are plotted
in Fig.18 against the relevant
parameters.
The dotted lines represent
the minimum rates of roll at which the rolling
motion becomes divergent
and the full
lines give the rates of roll at
which the motion would become autorotationslly
stable,
The practical
significance
of this phenomenon to the pilot
is not fully
understood yet,
but it can be shown thlt in quite realistic
designsthe
critical
roll rate
may be of the order of 20°/sec.
For the structural

designer

there

are two significant

consequences:

(i)
Even if available
aileron
power does not permit exceeding of the
critical
roll rates, inertia
cross-coupling
effects
will tend to reduce
effectively
roll damping so that higher roll rates may be achieved with
given aileron
power and the aircraft
may have to be stressed for these.

a

(ii)
If the critical
roll rate is within the ailerons
power, the possioility
of the aircraft
inadvertently
attaining
the steady autorotational
rate must be considered., even if it seems possible
that the pilot will
regain control,
so that the condition
could be tolerated
as a handling
nuisance.
4

Aircraft

loads

3n cross-coupled

rolling

manoeuvres

The stability
criteria
discussed before for the conditions
of yaw
snd pitch divergence
in steady rolling
can serve as a useful and reliable
guide to assess the probability
of a given aircraft
to be seriously
If the stability
criteria
show
impaired by inertia
cross-coupling.
the aircrsft
to be safely clear of regionsof
reduced stability,
inertia
cross-coupling
may be dismissed from stressing
constierations.
In sll
other cases and of course in oase of doubt, the more critical
manoeuvres
Unfortunately
at
smst be fully
computed and evaluated
for peak loads.
this juncture
the problem ceases to be simple and tedious numeriosl work
must be faced.
If electronic
oomputors are available,
this task becomes
manageable.
The solution
will be found by computing equations
(II)
- (15)
to the stabilzty
for all desired control
manoeuvres.
However, in addition
criteria
discussed there are still
some further
more generalised
conclusions, which may help to understand better the particular
problems of aircraft response in controlled
manoeuvres and so to short-cut
somewhat the
final
computations.
Obviously at low speeds, where structural
integrity
is lnherent
up to the stall both in incidence and in sideslip
there is no stressing
On the other
case and the problem canbs left with the aerodynsmlcist.
hand relatively
small disturbances
will at high speeds produce quite

-

10 -

intolerable
relatively

loads.
It is therefore most important not to overlook a
innocent flight
condition if it is associated with high speeds.

As the aircraft
response deteriorates
rapidly as the critical
conditions are approached, in borderline cases it is wise to use the most pessimastic estisates for the aerodynamio derivatives
and for the inertia
distribution.
In cross-coupled rolling
the aircraft
is likely
to experience large
disturbances
in incidence and sideslip.
Non-linearities
and ohanges of
derivatives
with these parameters may have to be taken into account, suoh
as non-linear pitching moments and variations
of e.g. nv with incidence.
4.1

Trinming

the aircraft

in rolling

,

manoeuvres

A quick assessment of the magnitude of the problem is possible by
estimating
the forces required to hold the aircraft
during rolling
in its
initial
trimmed conlition.
In Appendix III the rudder and elevator movements
required to perform a rolling manoeuvre with constant iroidence and eero
sideslip
throughout are determined as:

Rudder

:

a:(t)

=

g

- 3

a0 i(t)

e(t)

- 322

%

Elevator:

q(t)

e - p

a0 P*(t)

“c

p(t)

(22)

v

.

?1
Thus apart from the conventionally
known effects of % ad np a yawing
moment proportional
to acceleration
in roll
s and to the inciaence of the
principal
inertia tis
e must be held. Elevator must be applied to hold
a pitohing moment proport!onal
to a and to the square of rate of roll.
This is illustrated
by an example bGed on a current design in Fig.19.
The
trim foroes indicated for this condition are quite formidable,
a good indication of the severity of the case.
Equations (22)-(23)
reveal, however, two trerils
which are a reflection
of similar effects to be observed in generalresponse
and load estimations in
cross-coupled rolling.
The disturbances imposed upon the aircrsft
by the
gyroscopic inertia forces are proportional
to a0 and so as a consequence are
the incremental loads resulting
from such manoeuvres. The yawing excitation
is further proportional
to acceleration
zn roll,
thus the more rapid a rolling
manoeuvre is initiated
and also terminated, the greater aircraft
disturbances
and therefore loads are to be expected.
This again is generally found in all
response oomputations.
4.2

Peak leads in banking and rolling

manoeuvres

Here we will give the conclusions drawn from a large number of response
calculations
on aircraft
subject to inertia cross-coupling.
The majority of
these computations were based on the assumption that rate of roll is largely
governed by the isolated rolling moment equation, which can be considered
separately and that the aircraft
response in pitch and yaw is then adequately
determined by treating rate of roll as an independent variable.
Par a given
time history
p(t)
i.e. for a given rolling manoeuvre the aircraft
response
is then found by computing:

-

II

-

.
.

M, Aa + Mq q + M& h + (C-A) p(t)
~~6 + N, r- (B-A) p(t)

r - B;1 = 0
q- cg = -up p(t)

- b + p(t)

$P

-r

%
=Aa

+ q - ; - p(t)

Aa = -p(t)
p

ao

(26)

= 0

if the elevator and rudder ere assumed fixed.
Mathematically
thxs represents a system of linear differential
equations with time-variable
coefficients.
The terms on the right hand side represent the exoitation
fun&ions.
As the equations are linear, solutions to the two input terms
both varying with p(t)
can be treated separately ad then superimposed
linearly,
It has generally been feud that the contribution
of N is
rather small when compared with th&t due to the a term, so thatpit is
generally true that the response amplitudes in inc%lenoe and sdeslip
and
the corresponding loads are proportional
to the iutial
incidence
a0 of
the principal
inertia axis.
Thus the loads expected in a pull-out uder
w3 can be simply deduced from the loads computed for a similar rolling
manoeuvre at Ig by increasing these by the ratio of the incidences in the
two flight
coditions,
e.g.

~m,,(nd aobd
m
= Q,(Q)
*

(28)

The response and the loads in incidence
Au(t)
are indeperxlent of
the sense of the rolling notion, sideslip changes sign with the sign of p.
This neglects of course the effect of the engine momentum, which as shown
earlier makes the response slightly
asynmetrio for port and starboarci
rolling.
A typical time history of an inertia-cross-coupled
rolling manoeuvre
is shown In Fig.20.
This illustrates
another significant
general observation, nunely that the peak smplitudes in incidence and sideslip
occur
frequently
after the termination
of the rolling
manoeuvre. Computations
must therefore be continued until the aircraft
motion is without doubt
is initiated
damped out. As already mentioned, the more abruptly rolling
and terminated (in particular
fhe latter)
the greater will be the load
peaks.

.

The duration of the rolling
manoeuvre is another important parameter.
Though - as expected - the peak loads increase at first progressively
with
the duration of the aileron application,
this is not necessarily
true over
the full range. This may be Illustrated
by the results of response caloulations basd on the family of rolling
manoeuvres illustrated
in Fig.21 where
the duration
t, and thus the total bank angle A# has been varied systematically.
These computations have been carried out for a wide range of
aircraft
parameters.
The peek amplitudes in lnoidence
Aamax and sidehave been evaluated ad plotted against
A#.
These plots have
slip
P,
been found to follow three distinct
patterns (Fig.22), and that these types
are associated with the principal
regions in the stability
diagrams
Figs.lL+- 16, if the paremeters %3/p, and '$/p,
are based on the final
which is rather a nominal value, being
rate of roll
p, in Fig.21,
o&- approached for manoeuvres with longer duration.
-
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In flight
conditions associated with one of the stable regions the
characteristic
depicted in Fig.22a was found. In this case the worst
response occurs for rolling
through a quite modest bank angle (I).
If
case II, i.e. lolling
thmugh about tice this angle would have been consiaered, a much too optimistic
result were obtained which did not cover all
rolling
manoeuvres up to the computed. case. The charaoteristios
found in
conditions
at the stability
boundary (22b) and in the divergent re&ions (220)
are progressive as would be expected.
The vsriation
of peak loads with rate of roll for an otherwise identical
mano*uvTe must obviously be related to the traverse through the unstable
region of the corresponding loci in the stability
diagram, Fig.14.
Although
for continuous rolling
the worst condrrtion would be expected right iWide
the unstable region, for rolling manoeuvres with limited duration the worst
load peaks are usually obtained for rates of rollwellbeyod
the unstable
range, as illustrated
by two examples in Fip.23.

,
.

It is practioally
impossible to give any general rules on the effects
of height, speed and Mach number. Height an3 low speeds will give the
greatest peak amplitudes (provided the aera3ynsmio derivatives
are constant,
which of course they are not).
This &es Mt, however, necessarily mean
maximum loads also, as these increase in proportion to V?, again assuming
Frequently the most severe
constant aerdynamic aircraft
characteristics.
stressing case is foti
at sea level near the top speed, contradicting
completely
the simple criteria
one is tempted to apply. Full exploration
of the
performanne envelope of the aircraft
is generally neoessary to determine the
critical
condition.
Increasing the sexdynamic stabilities
mw and nv is generally
beneficial
as is apparent from simple stability
considerations,
but again
if only one stability
is increased, the relief In the correspoding
freedom
is frequently bought at the expense of greater loads in the other freedom.
Aircraft
damping has a mildly alleviating
effect,
in particular
pitch Gaping.
and n add, as explained earlier to the other effects in cross-ooupling
%
and ought ptherefOre to be kept small.
4.3

Pilot's

.

contribution

Theoretioally
a pilot would be able to control the aircraft
in rolling
by applying suitable oo-ordinated rudder ad elevator movements. A glanoe
at Fig.19 ~111 show, what he would be expeoted to do and it seems obvious
that he has little
chsnoe of aohieving these movements which are not related
to readily perceptible flight
sensations and parameters.
In general his
interfereme
may easily be ill timed and then contributory
to inertia crosscoupling rather thsn oorrective.
At t5e present state of the art, pilots should
be discouraged from interference
and load assessment based on manoeuvres with
rudder and elevator fixed.
4.4

Autostabilization

So fer no effective
autostabiliser
has been designed to alleviate
significantly
the effeots of inertia cross-coupling.
The principal
obstacle is
again - as with the problem of pilot's
control - the very substantial
control
authority
such a device would have to be given to be effective.
Even conventional pitch ad yaw dampers are of little
value as they have rather limited.
authority
ad their contribution
would terminate very early in a manoeuvre.
5

Aircraft

response atld loads in pitch

The term pitch
resulting
from loss
range of an a.irOrJTt
more oonoerned with

up

up is usually meant to describe a nose up pitching motion
of longitudinal
stability
over a part of the incideree
usually below the stall.
The aerdynamicist
is naturally
a oure Of this phenomenon than with the prediction
of loads
- 13 -

.

resulting
from it.
As our understanding of the aerodynsmio basis of
pitch up grows, this unpleasant feature may be oontrolled
in the design
stage.
For the time being, however, it appears that a m.nnber of airorsft
will be afflicrted with some degree of pitch up and it may be worth oonsidering the aircraft
loads arising from pitch up manoeuvres.
Fig.24 shows a typical example of s pitch up charaoteristio
localized
reversal of the slope of pitohing mumed. Cm against

as a
incidenoe a.

In order to obtain some general ideas on the airoraft
response and
loads resulting
from suoh a characteristic
for ease of analysis this
pitching
moment curve was represented by the two simplif'ied
oases
illustrated
in Fig. 25.
In eaoh of the two cases a stable slope (M < 0) is assumed up to
the oritical
incidenoe
beyond which an u&able
sUpe with (M > 0)
is assumed. In the seoo >)case considered at an incidence
s stabflity
would
be restored and far a > % the pitohing moment curve 1s again
stable.
Based on a simple one degree of freedom approximation the stability
roots are plotted against static stability
Ma ad effective
dsmping in
pitch
D s Ms/B + %/B + ZE in Fig.26.
For unstable
Ma the motion is
desoribed by two real roots, h, representing
the divergent mcde sod A2
the oo-ordinated subsidenoe.
This &raph will assist in the interpretation
of the pitoh response data given in the following paragraphs.
5.1

Pilot

controlled

pitch

up

In Appedix IV aircraft
response in pitch has been computed for the
oase where the aircraft
is unstable for all
a >
In the manoeuvre
computed, the aircraft
is assumed to be initially
7 rimned in stesdy flight
at exactly the critical
inoidenoe oicThe pilot is assumed mot to be
aware of the inherent danger and puts on elevator
no so as to inarease
mcidence.
After
t
seoonds he has realised the resulting
motion is
divergent and applied corrective
elevator
% as shown in Fig.27.
If
early
and
powerful
enough,
an
sirorsft
this attempt is adequate, i.e.
motion as illustrated
in Fig.27a will result with a finite
msximum overIf he is too late or has not applied enough
swing amplitude
Aa-.
forward stiok movement % the pitch up will not be arrested and the
aircraft
will pitoh as shown in Fig.2p
into the stall.
For ease of
analysis the two elevator angles involved are represented by equivalent
"trimmed incidenoes",
a

0

.

%rn3x0
W

=

These angles oanbe readily
where Q pl aom/aa in the unstable range
obtained from a pitching m&d
graph as &licated
in the sketoh in Fig.29.
sre plotted
In Fig.29 the peak values of the idremental
incidenoes
Aa
against pilots'
time delay tP times the divergence root !F with the
Afurthe.rparsmetero&sideredis
the
ratio between "Ml
as a parameter.
ratio of the two ro&s describing the pitching motxon in the unstable
condition:
+/A, . This ratio imxeases as can be readily seen from
-
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Fig.26 with increasing aircraft
damping Me . The data given in Fig.29 can
be interpreted
in two ways. First they detemne the maximum time delay for
recovery action pezmissible to prevent uncontrollable
divergence.
Secondly
they give values of peak amplztudes in incideme for a given recovery action,
For this purpose we mt make some plausible assumption for $,
which can
be considered to be composed of three contributions:
tp

= tR + tD + to

(31)

(i)
$ is the time passing before the pilot realises that the motion
initiated
by him is divergent.
This wrll d end on the violence of the
pitch up and as a tentative value % > - 1,3 may be used.
(ii)

tl, , the pilots'

inherent

reaction

time lag 13 appmximately

'
I

0.3 sets.

(iii)
to is the time required to move the stick forward to % . This till.
depend on the stick feel oharaoteristios,
as a minvmun 0.2 sets may be a
reasonable value.

%a
If we write
aaloulations,

-+0.5
2,

equation (32) in tams
Fig.29, i.e.
4

!e

=

sets

of the parameter used in the response

1 +

0.5

(-A,)

it can readily be seen that reaovery is unlikely
for values of 'h, < -2 ad
even then a very considerable an?ount of countemontrol
% has to be applied.
Thus only a rather mild degree of pitch up of this form would at all be
tolerable.
Hmever in many oases the incident e range over whioh instability
exists,
is restricted
ard the aircraft
would stabilise
itself
at an incidence
beyond the unstable region.
5.2

Load peaks in a self-stabilising

pitch

up

For pitch up restrioted
to a relatively
limited incidence range as shawn
in Fig.23,
the motion illustrated
in Flg.28 was oomputed. Initially
the
airoraft
1.9 agaln assumed in steady trinrmed flight
just at the oritioal
ck and is then disturbed by the pilot applying elevator
fl,,
incidence
whiah in this case is held on steadily until the airtraft
stabilizes
itself
The overshoot in incidence
in the re-established
stable range beyond s.
resulting
from this manoeuvre has been computed in Appendix V ad is plotted
associated
in Fig.30 against
CD the damping ratio of the pitohing oscillation
with the stable range.
The damping ratios of the pitching oscillation
of modern high speed
es are generally below 0.25. With a typical
aircraft
at operational altit
value for the parameter
of appmximately
1.0 the overshoot in
inoidenoe

would then be

a quite oonsiderable

-
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amount.

.

Generally the loss of longitudinal
stability
in the pitoh up region
leaves the lift curve slope practioally
unchanged, thus the incremental
incidenoe peak Aa,,,ax will produce normal g's in proportion to these.
For the assessment of tail leads the origin of the instability
must,
If the deficiency
arises from a loss
however, be considered in detail,
of tailplane
efficiency
(due to downwash) the tail will be unloaded and
If on the other hand the pitoh
the stressing condition is alleviated.
tail loads will increase in proporup is generated on the wing itself,
tion to the inoidenoe build up and this will
tten be further enforced by
the nose down elevator applied as corrective control.
6

Directional

divergence

Deficiencies
in directional
stability
will normally be of a
character quite different
from those leading to the longitudinal
pitoh
up, which resulted from non-linearities
in the restoring moment itself.
The more likely case of loss of directional
stability
is a redUotiOn Of
the derivative
nv as flight
conditions ohange.
reduced with inoreasing SuperSoniO
E.g. nv wall be progressively
Mach number until at some critical
speed direotional
stability
disappears
altogether.
The pilot would be faced as a consequence with an incipient
directional
divergence and of course long before then with trouble in
The aircraft
would
manoeuvring for instanoe due to inertia cross-coupling.
in tiiis oase violate allbaslo
requirements an?. a funtiental
design-remedy
is denarded.
A more practical
case arises if n is reduced with increasing
If the silot pulls out in such a flight
inoidence due to induced flows.
condition he may suddenly find. himself without yaw-stability
and for the
duration of the pull out sideslip will build up in a divergent fashion.
If one should decide to accept this ease as an acceptable 'hadling haaar%
peak loads in sideslip resulting
from this manoeuvre oan be est=td
by
methods similar to those outlined with the pitoh up.
7

Gonolusions

It has been shown that supersonic aircraft
are prone to develop
unstable flight
oonditions for whioh the aerodynamioist might not be able
always to find a complete cure. They racy then create new stressing cases.
The oonlitions
discussed in this paper arc:
(i)
If aircraft
inertias increase in relation
to the weathercook
stabilities
in yaw an3 in pitoh, the aircraft
will be liable to divergent
pitching
and yawing raotions during rolling manoeuvres. These phenomena
are further encouraged if inertia in roll is small oozpared tith inertia in
pitch,
The load peaks resulting
from inertia cross-coupled manoeuvres
inarease generally in proportion to the initial
incidence of the principal
inertia
axis and progressively
with the duration of the roll and with the
rapidity
of the aileron application
at the beginning and the end of the
manoeuvre. The most severe flight
conditions are at speeds where oompressibility
effects or other aercQnsmic phenomena reduce either
mw or
nv to marginal values.
.

(ii)
The gfrosoopic forces generated by an alroraft
with large inertia6
may also lead to autorotational
rolling
states predominantly at negative
incidenoes.
These rolling
states can be easily prodictcd and may be well
above rates of roll for which the aircraft
is normally stressed.
(iii)
Unstable pitoh up characteristics
result from aercdynsmic deficienoies
Data are given to deterinherent in a typical supersonic aircraft
layout.
mine whether a given pitch up would be controllable
an3 also to assess the
peak loads from pitoh up manoeuvres with and without pilot oounteractlon.
- 16 -

(iv)
Loss of directional
stability
may occur at high supersonic Maoh numbers
and/or at high irddenoe.
As it generally leads to wholly unacceptable
flight
coditions,
this stability
deficiency
should basicnlly
be cured.by
design ndifiilations.
However, methods of calculating
load peaks resulting
from localized
directional
instability
src suggested.
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LIS!l' OF SYMBOLS
A

inertia

3.n roll

B

mertia

in pitch

b

wine span

C

inertia

c

mean chord

in yaw

L

rolling

moment coefficient

C3

= p/2 I? S b

on

=

N
p/2 ? S b

yawing mcment coefficient

elm =

M
p/2 v2 s c

pitching

inertia

Ie
8

tail

L

rolling

L

P

Lr

= g

=z
aL

Lc

arm
moment

=x

rolling

moment due to rate

rolling

mcment due to stieslip

aileron

power

ev =apac4? non-dimensional
ec

4?

act2 non-ilimensisnal
= ag

of yaw

derivative:
aileron

rolling

acenon-dimensional damping

pitahing

M,

I

%

=x3

M
rl

=+

static

BM

M

longitudinsl

.

aM pitch

s=z

elevator
aircraft

in roll

moment

$f

moment due to sideslip

power derivative

= a%

M

m

of sn engine

= G dsmpinginroll
dP

dL
"P

of the rotor

moment coefficient

stability
damping terms

power

mass
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derivative

LIST OF SYMEOLS(C&d)

acm o
mw = srlz
ac

o

~=-$zz

non-dimensional

pitch stability

non-dimensionel

elevator

power derivative

yawing moment

N

ai-i

N

= v

Nr

= z

N

= aN yawing moment due to rate of roll
ap

P

P

derivative

aN

aN

= x

direotional

stability

damping in yaw

rudder power
yawing moment due to aileron

nv

"t;

=n

="

ac
ap

non-dimensional

directional

non-dimensional

rudder power derivative

80
ac

n

load faotor

P

rate of roll

9

rate of pitch

r

rate of yaw

s

wing

t

time

tP
TJ'

stability

area

pilot's

time &elay in control

period of directional

Tf3
V

period of pitching

'i
w

equivalent
weight

X

tangential

Y

sideforce

application

osoillation
oscillation

Sped

ya=g

airspeed

force

sideforce

due to sideslip
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derivative

LIST OF SWOLS (Gontd)
2

normel force
32

za
.

normal force due to iwidence

=;i;;

a

incidenoe

P

sideslip

h

root of stability

B

angle of bank

r:

rudder angle

60
E

demping ratio

71

eleve.tor angle

we

angular velocity

aileron

= $

of cscillatory

motion

sngle

of engtine

P*

=

angular frequency of pitching

e

m
Ps

slope

equation

2%
O11.= T$ engular frequency of direotional
%

ti - lift

relative

densxty

b/2

- 20 -

osoillation
oscillation

APPD4DIXI
The stability

.

of the rol1i.n~

aircraft

with

inertu

cross-coupl-

Neglecting gravity and minor aerodynsmic terms in the force equatzons
end assummg constant speed the ajrcraft
motion is described by the five
simultaneous differential
equations:
B = p (ClotAa) - P +&

Yp P

(I.11

& = -$+q+&Q+a
i,=,

B-C

qr+*

(I.21
&

StA

3

P+,

c -A
3
2
6 = -g-rp+BvtBAa+-jj-&+B

4

pt-ji-r

%

Lr

2

(1.3)
q

A-B
i- = --pq+
G

(1.4)

(1.5)

Assuming constant rate of roll
p = po the rolling
moment equation
(1.3) becomes redundant ani ti rudder c snd. ekvator 11 are assumed fixed the
remarnmg eplations are reduced to
N
pt+-.w+~+~

B -A
B+AqPo-'

.

M&
27. q+F-b+p,-h

=
= 0

(1.7)

.,

&$+poA~~-r

-i

za
z Aa -ph.q-h

= p a
0 0
= 0.

In these equations it is assumed that approximately
0 = A+B
and the aerodynamic restoring moment is expressed by the frequencies:
wQ = $$ZT
and we = $ZQC.
If aerodynannc damping terms are
neglected, the characteristic
equation till
reduce to a biqudratic
in
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(1.10)

l

.I

.

=,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

APPENDIX II
Autorotatlonal
Assuming steady

rolling

rolling

with

$=F=~=h=d=O

.
and
p = const;

equations

r = const;

(I.I)-(1.5)

a = const;

q = oonst;

BTB ~~~uG~

P = const

t0

Lp 0 + Lp P = 0

(11.1)

=

0

(11.2)

Ma a - Mq q + pr B =

0

(11.3)

=

0

(11.4)

=

0.

(11.5)

NP I3 - pq (B-A)

za

za.+q-pP
- I" + P (a+ao)
These equtions
give a blquadratlo
descrrbe two equilibrium
mllmg

in p,
states

the real

solutions

of which

with

Co-ordinated
the steady rolling

values
states

for the other variables
of motion
can be obtained from equations

as

to

2

Ia

=

(>
-E
90

Y

P

P -p

3%

v
(11.7)

4 =

r

= p(aow).

APPEEDIX III
Control

;

Putting
and thus c(t)

required
to prevent pitch and yaxbuilding
up in inertuwxupled
rolli.,~&

ha = p = 0 and assuming a given
= q
, equations
(I.l)-(1.5)

rolling
manoeuvre
are reduced to

LEE+Lpp-Ai,

.

= 0

as

p(t)

(111.1)

(1x.2)

Nq 7) + (GA)
These equations

can now be solved
5(t)

= $

c(t)

- "L

for

the control

p2 a0

= 0 .

(111.3)

angles :
(111.4)

p(l)

c(t)= c%a0h(t)-(2+aoap(t)-$(t)

(111.5)

q(t)I d

(111.6)

-
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APPENDIXIV
Pitch up response wzth pilot's
Representing
approximation

the aircraft

taunter

control

motion in pitoh by the one degree of freedom

r

Ma
Mel
yAa+Fq-&=-B
where

q=$

, and F%

3 rl

is an equivalent
%
-3

f$

total

0.1)

damping in pitch

%

B +F+Za.

B

The roots of the characteristic

07.2)

equation for this
- ---_.-

system are
(m.3)

as plotted

in Fig.26.

dss~~t~Oaircrsft
t=o:
r) = v.

to be initially
the motion resulting
for -0 < t S'tp is described by

in steady flight
i.e. at
a disturbance in elevator

from

Acl = a I eXlt +a 2 eh2t +a

0

where from equation (3X.1)

from

br = a,?., eXlt + a2 eX2t
a

a1

=

tP

conditions:
a

0

0

k

-

;

a2=-

1 'x- '
2

.&f&l
Thus after

snCl the initial

1

(IV.6)

"- A2'
AI

seconds

(Iv.

a
0
_ 1 -hl-7s;:

At
t*=t-t

tP

the pilot
P ws get for

applies
t z tp

eVPL-h

-A*.

ao
2,-xg

eh2tP

(Iv.8)
'

AI

aounter elevator
n = r+ and using
the aircraft
response as:
- 24 -

7)

h,P

Aa = A, e

(IV.1)

+as

W.9)

h2t*

x,t*
(4 = h, A, e
From equation

x2t*

+$e

+h2%e

the "trimmed

.

(Iv.

IO)

inci.dence"
I

a

S

=

%I
-%mw

(Iv.11)

*

I

into

Substituting
the expressions
(IV.4)
equations
(IV.g)-(IV.lO)
we get

and (IV.5)

as initisl

conditions

, -f&.ehltpj

!LaS

(IV.12)

I a..-Al
h2

.

The maximum overswing
be obtained by putting

amplitude in Aa occurs for
?z = 0
in equation (IV.10)
b = 0 to give

(IV. 13)

at

tz

.

which can

.

OP

, -?&Yp)
t; hl =

’

-h

(IV. 14)

h2
1 -x1
Thus the peak overshoot

in

Aa

is now cbtained

as

c
These vslues
Results

are plotted

for a representative
and for two ratios
in Fxg.29.
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range of' the
.

A.ETEI!JDIXv
Aircraft

.

response in self-stabilising

pitch

ui,

Oonsider~
the pitching moment characteristic
illustrated
in Fig.30,
the aircraft
is again assumed to be initially
trimmed for steady flight at
an imidence
a~. Elevator
no is then applied to induce nose up pitch
en~3held untzl the motion dies Down.
If Aa is the incremental incidence from the initial
state, i.e.
a = aK + Aa, within the unstable range the aircraft
response is given by
equations (IV.&L(IV.6)
Aa
-=
a
0

-e-w

hlt

ek2t

(v.1)

i-1

I

for not too small values of X2, h2 being the negative stable root, the
second term on the right hand s~3.e became e negligible
after a short transient, this gives the instant when Aa = au , i.e. at the end of the
unstable lnoidence range
ehlt

Substituted

into

An

equation (IV.8)

'u

we get
(v. 2)

Thus values Pa = zu and h =X, au can be used as initial
the motion in the succeeding stable range beyond uR
A$*
Aa = "A (wgt*+E)
e

conditions

for

P.3)
hot’

& = aA {he cos (w$*+e)

initial

- we sin (wOt*+s)j

These equations are again solved for the m&mum in
condltlons we get
aA
-=
%3

‘;

1 +p$-

i

GJ

e
Aa.

.

(v.4)

From the

(v.5)

and
.

cos

E

=

%
&

A
where

r;D = - 2

, the damping ratio

of the oscillation.
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(v. 6)

Putting

h = 0 in equation
wetm

The peak overshoot amplitude

=

27x - SD . sin-'

- ph,ted

(v. 7)

2x-s,-sin”‘Q

aS

J

-$

- 27 "
WT.,?O78.C.P.YOY.K'3

t& .

is then given by

Aa
max=ua,

aS

(V.4) we get

in Great

8ntain

e%’

.

(v.8)

.
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